Chippewa Valley Schools
Sex Ed Advisory Board - May 7, 2019 - Minutes

Members Present: Christina Noelle, Kendra Happy, Dan Bohannon, Stephanie Lange, Johnny Chen, Jesse Lange, Karen Ulmer (phone), Kherre Kwolek, Stephanie Laubach, Paulette Bagnall, Holly Barger, Jen Howard, John Belasco, Renai Edwards-Malayil, Nicholas Malburg, Victoria Smiecoski

Guest: Brian Steele

1 – Community Survey Finalization for fall: Agree that questions are good. Need to give clear directions that it will take 10 – 15 minutes and you cannot go back in to answer questions at a later time

2 – Final thoughts on consent (Noelle): Review how consent is being taught at elementary, middle and high school. Agree to send out cup of tea video with minutes.

3 – Special Education Update plus any Special Ed goals for 2019-2020 for sex education (Kendra Happy): CLP students need health class. All agree – discussion occurred about vulnerability of this group and limits of teaching subject within science. Stephanie will start email string to get idea rolling for fall.

4 – On line Health Update and welcome to Jen Howard: Only about 10 kids a year right now are taking health on line – need to review content again for A – K and any updates needed. Stephanie will meet with Jen to do this by fall 2019 school starting.

5 - Goals for 2019-2020: Review work plan from 2018 – 2019 – give feedback on where focus should be for 2019 – 2020 school year. Stephanie collected and will complete a draft and send out BEFORE school board meeting

6 – Review of Sex Ed Laws in Michigan (Lange): Group played Kahoot of all the laws in Michigan related to sex education/HIV curriculum. Answered all questions

7 – Other – Contact Mr Downham about testing out of health

Contact Walt K about Atlas Rubicon

Group needs sexting lessons for middle and high school – Lange will provide some for review

Meeting dates for next school year: Next meeting October 22, 2019